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About The Book - Synopsis 
Like many teenagers, Jenna Wilson just wants to be accepted 

by the popular crowd in school. She has plans to befriend Renee, 
cousin to Tina Scaruffi, the most popular girl and Queen Bee 
of Willoughby High. When Jenna’s plan works and she starts 
hanging out with the cool kids, school starts to feel like heaven. 
But everything goes horribly wrong at a weekend party and 
before long, Jenna is faced with the most painful and humiliating 
event of her life. 

Inspired by the real-life story of the late Canadian teenager 
Amanda Todd, Jenna’s Truth is a lesson in empathy, self-awareness, 
and speaking out about what matters, especially bullying. Life isn’t 
black and white, and sometimes teens can be the most insensitive 
people. Sometimes being the social outcast can be deadly. 

Themes 
Jenna’s Truth explores the experience of being an ordinary 

teenager in contemporary Australia. Jenna Wilson is an ordinary 
teen, but even though she’s ordinary in every sense of the word 
she is infinitely precious. She grapples with situations that many 
teens navigate on a daily basis – friendship, honesty, searching 
to belong, peer pressure, social media, under-age drinking, 
attempted sexual assault, bullying, cyberbullying, and suicide. 

Jenna struggles with isolation, loneliness and confusion. She 
struggles to find her place in the world and in doing so, she 
ultimately faces what it means to be human and to face her own 
truth. 

Teaching Notes
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Style 

Jenna’s Truth is written in a casual style as a first-person 
narrative. It aims to replicate the feelings of a fifteen-year-old girl. 
Readers should have the feeling of being inside Jenna’s head to 
experience what she’s feeling and thinking. 

The use of vocabulary and syntax is simple. Although the story 
moves from being told in present and past tense, the shifts of tense 
are easily followed and give the reader a sense of immediacy and 
intimacy with Jenna. The entire story is deliberately short to allow 
for use in the classroom and can be read in one sitting. 

Author’s Motivation
My daughter showed me a video on YouTube which broke my 

heart. It was a video posted by a fifteen-year-old girl sharing her 
story of being bullied. The girl was Amanda Todd and her life 
ended on October 10, 2012. She had faced bullying, harassment 
and cyberbullying, and struggled with self-harm, alcohol and 
drugs. In the end, she took her own life. For me, my initial reaction 
was intense sadness. I grieved for her story. Some tragedies in life 
touch you no matter where they happen or how small the human 
cost. The tragic death of one teen across the globe changed my life. 
I had to do something. I didn’t make a grand gesture or fund-raise 
for suicide prevention programs. I didn’t volunteer at a helpline 
call centre. I’m a writer so I simply sat down and rewrote history 
in my mind. That’s how Jenna’s Truth was born. 

If I could have one wish it would be for Jenna’s Truth to save 
lives. I’m an eternal optimist. I pray this slim book has honoured 
Amanda Todd’s short but inspirational life and that one teen 
somewhere will stop and know that although ordinary, they are 
infinitely precious and must stay to fight for their lives. I hope that 
by reading Jenna’s Truth they’ll come to believe their life matters 
and that hope exists. 

Before I wrote Jenna’s Truth it hadn’t occurred to me to write YA 
fiction but once the door had opened I realised the importance of 
connecting with teens through stories. If I could say one thing to 
teens it would be: ‘Don’t be afraid to be different; don’t be afraid 
to be the real you.’
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Before reading
Journal response
Write a journal response considering the following questions:
1. What do I need to make me feel a sense of belonging?
2. How do I see myself fitting into the world?

Prediction study
1. Write a description of the front cover. What images are used? 

How are they positioned? What do the colours convey?
2. Fill in the following table. Place image conventions in the 

first column, then describe how they’re used on the cover and 
why they’re used.

1. What does the title suggest? What words, ideas or images 
does the title bring to mind? Discuss what you think the title 
means.

2. Based on your study of the book’s cover and title, write your 

Teaching Suggestions

Image Convention HOW it is used WHY is it used?
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prediction of the novel. What do you think will happen in the 
book? Who is Jenna? What do you think Jenna is like? What do 
you think the book will be about? What ideas or themes will it 
explore? Have you read the trigger and content warning at the 
beginning of the book?

During reading
Plot summary
Keep a note of what happens to Jenna in each chapter and 

how Jenna is feeling. Completing the below table will help you 
to understand how the story develops and how Jenna develops 
throughout the story. Write one sentence in each box about each 
chapter:

After reading
Research presentation task
The novel explores cyber bullying and teen suicide. Choose 

one to research:
1. Individual task: Discuss your experience of cyber bullying 

or bullying. Have you been bullied or bullied someone this way? 
What effect did it have?

2. Individual task: Design a poster that will help people to 
understand the effects of bullying. Imagine your poster will be on 
the back of a bus. Create your poster and present it to your class. 
Explain how it will communicate to each audience.

3. Group task: Research bullying and cyber bullying. Create a 
presentation that answers the following questions: 

Chapter Title WHAT happens? HOW Jenna feels
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A. What is bullying and cyber bullying?
B. Why do people bully others?
C. What does it feel like to be bullied?
D. What steps can you take if you are being bullied?
E. How can you help someone if you know they are being 

bullied?
F. What does it mean to be a bystander?

4. Group task: Design a public awareness campaign on bullying 
and cyber bullying.

A. What do people need to know about bullying?
B. How can we communicate to them effectively?
C. How can we help people to understand the effects of 

bullying?
D. How can we make sure people know what to do if they are 

being bullied?
E. Why is standing by and letting bullying happen a negative 

stance?

Creative writing tasks
1. Continue the story. What happens after the story ends? Write 

one or more new chapters that extend the story after the end of 
the novel. Make sure you write in the same style as the novel. 
Consider these questions:

A. What tense will you use?
B. Whose point of view will you capture?
C. What is the tone?

2. Write part of the story from another character’s perspective. 
You could choose Lyssie, Teena, Nick, Ms Philips or even Jenna’s 
mum. Consider these questions:

A. What does the character know? What don’t they know?
B. How did they feel about the events you are describing?
C. How would they speak? What kinds of words would they 

use?

Debate task
5. Hold a debate in class on one or more of the themes explored 

in the novel.


